the Flavour but the Effect of Wine which he even professes to desire, and he used often to pour Capillaire into his Glass of Port when it was his Custom to drink Wine which he has now wholly left off.'3 In 1778 he stated: 'I now drink no wine, Sir. Early in life I drank wine: for many years I drank none. I then for some years drank a great deal. '4 Nevertheless, the full details of Johnson's pathological drinking cannot be determined, for the following reasons. Firstly, although he was at times refreshingly frank about his difficulties with alcohol, he could also be understandably secretive in this respect: 'When I drank wine, I scorned to drink it when in company. I have drunk many a bottle by myself; in the first place, because I had need of it to raise my spirits: in the second place, because I would have nobody to witness its effects upon me. ' 8 In part, no doubt, Johnson's solitude was also due to the death of his wife when he was forty-two, leaving him childless, but although his grief for her appears to have been sincere and lasting49 there is evidence that his spouse brought discontent to him. Mrs. Thrale on this point quoted Levett (a companion of Johnson who practised medicine unofficially but conscientiously) as saying: 'She was always drunk and reading Romances in her Bed, where She killed herself by taking Opium.'50 It is not uncommon to find a problem drinker married to a person with the same condition, while the direction of age difference between the couple (she was older than Johnson by twenty-one years) is also fairly frequently encountered in the marriages of male alcoholics. Aliances of the latter nature satisfy immature dependency needs of the husbands-needs that also seek gratification from alcohol;5' it is reasonable to suggest that Johnson's marriage to a maternal figure was similarly determined (in addition to the age disparity she was a widowed mother when he married her). The line of thought could be pursued further, though more tentatively. As an adult Johnson expressed scant regard for his parents; a prospective study of boys who later became alcoholic has revealed that many of the subjects had felt unsure of their mother's affection and had lacked the type of father whom they could esteem.52
We cannot be sure, however, that Johnson's childhood relationship with his mother was defective, despite the hints offered by his choice of a mother surrogate as spouse and by his problem with alcohol; in any case all attempts to chart a comprehensive psychopathology for an individual who lived two centuries ago are likely to be naive. Johnson must have been affected by the 'gloomy wretchedness' of his father, though whether for the most part by genetic or by environmental means is a question which, at the present stage of development in psychiatry, would evoke too many prejudices to be satisfactorily answered.
Johnson's attitudes to social and excessive drinking have been well recorded. With his usual sympathy for the poor, he justified giving money to beggars even though they might spend it only on gin and tobacco: 'Why should every body else find Pleasure necessary to their Existence and deny the poor every possible Avenue to it?'53 He could also be tolerant 'to those who indulged in occasional excess in wine,'54 and in a famous phrase asserted that 'a tavern-chair was the throne of human felicity.'55 On the other hand, 'he often enlarged upon the evil of intoxication, '53 was self-righteously condemnatory towards the excessive drinking of Addison and Charles Congreve,56 scoffed at Sir Joshua Reynolds for adopting the social convention of wine drinking,57 and maintained that alcohol improved neither conversation nor benevolence." In summary, his views on alcohol were ambivalent, which is interesting in view of a recent hypothesis that ambivalence in this respect is a contributory cause of alcoholism.59
Before concluding the consideration of factors which may have led to Johnson's problem with alcohol it should be noted that he was exposed to other stresses that were not psychiatric in origin. They included the poverty of his early years, a face J. S. Madden scarred by scrofula, regret over his lack of training in a profession, deafness, shortsightedness, gout, and 'asthma' in old age. 60 How was he enabled, in large measure, to check his inordinate drinking and prevent the development of the worst ravages of alcoholism? The explanation must primarily lie in the positive aspects of his personality. Although it is not established beyond contention that high intelligence improves the prognosis for pathological drinkers, he himself had the impression (which may well prove to be correct) that intellectual resources were of assistance 'to forego the pleasures of wine'.61 Johnson' s intellectual powers were immense, while the extent to which he developed and utilised them indicates a considerable degree of emotional stability. Born into an era dominated by social distinctions and by patronage he worked his way unaided from a humble background to the eminence of a literary monarch with whom noblemen, statesmen and the King were glad to converse. As additional evidence for his assets of temperament, there are his writings and sayings; they reveal that he had endurance, a common sense approach to many of life's problems, and a saving sense of humour.
Three other factors helped him in his struggle against alcohol, although paradoxically the first certainly, and the others possibly, had aggravated his drinking. Alcohol affords relief from obsessions, but the possession of obsessional features is associated with qualities of conscientiousness and self-discipline that add steadiness to the individual. Johnson 
